In reference to earlier Tender No.CM/BL1/AM/ESM/SIN/2008/607/49-6 dt.3.12.2008 "For the work of erection of 33 KV Feeder Overhead line near ICP 01 Pump zone(double feeder Overhead line)", the date of submission and opening of above tender is hereby extended upto 15.1.2009.

The other terms and condition will remain unchanged.

This is the official record.


dt. 1.1.2009

Distribution:

1. BS to L.D. (Vig.), IIDL, Koyla Bawan, Dhanbad.
2. C.M. (System), IIDL, Koyla Bawan - with a request to wide circulation in web site.
3. P.M.O, Koyla Bawan, Dhanbad - with a request to wide circulation as per norms.
4. Addl.C.M, Block II Area
5. C.I.M, Block II Area
6. C.M (ESM), All Area of IIDL
7. Notice Board -